EVO-1070
EVO MFG Rear Rockskin Corners

NOTES, Please Read: Aftermarket taillights are required and sold separately. This kit requires
drilling into the body of your vehicle. Due to vehicle variances from the factory, the RockSkins
will require finesse and possibly adjustments to its shape for fitment. You WILL need to clamp
these to the body, thereby pulling the Rear RockSkins to your vehicle. They will not just directly
line up with the complex contours of the vehicle. If you do not have this ability, or are
intimidated with this install process, or are not willing to accept the responsibility of YOU
making these mount to your vehicle, DO NOT proceed. If it was easy, everyone would be doing
it. Install/test fit Armor before painting/powder coating. Paint/Powder Coat all surfaces before
final installation
1.

Remove gas cap

2.

Pull to remove circular gas filler cover. The neck of the filler tube is held in by
the rubber ring around the neck and the cover plate. Separate the neck from
the plate

3.

Remove factory taillights and license plate mount

4.

On driver side hold EVO Driver Side RockSkin (part with large circle for gas fill)
to driver side rear fender.
5.

6.

Use a large C-clamp through the rear
taillight hole in body and clamp RockSkin to
body. The use of a good ratchet strap
attached to the door striker and tailgate
striker will aid in pulling the rockskin to the
body. ( See Photo )

Continue clamping Rockskin until you have a satisfactory edge between the
fenders and door line.
7.

Mark all holes to be drilled.

8.

Drill all holes with 3/8” drill bit. (step drills
work really well, you want the hole to be
just undersized so the nutserts will insert
into the drilled hole with a small amount of
resistance) light tap of the hammer.
9. Install nutsets into drilled holes.
Fully thread the long ¼” bolt with
nut into the nutsert as seen in
photo. With wrenches hold the
bolt stationary and turn the nut 2
- 3 turns making sure that the
nutsert does NOT turn. (There
are tools specifically designed for
installing these nutserts. Please

call for more information if you would like information on where to purchase
this tool, they make install much easier)
10.With all nutserts installed, install RockSkin to
fender with supplied ¼-20 Stainless flat head
screws
11.

Repeat last seven steps on passenger side (no
gas filler)

12.Using the RockSkin as a template, cut the rear
body in the circle of the RockSkin. Use a body
saw, plasma cutter (be very careful of wiring
and flammable materials) etc.

Nutsert tool / Thread insert tool can be found online at such places
as Amazon, Harbor Freight, and many other tool supply companies
web sites.

UPON OPENING YOUR PACKAGES,
INSPECT THE CONTENTS IMMEDIATELY.
If you have any missing or damaged parts, or are missing the hardware pack, contact
EVO Manufacturing immediately at (714) 879-8913. EVO Manufacturing is not
responsible for claims of missing or damaged parts if notified more than 15 days
after delivery, proof of purchase is required.

DO NOT POWDERCOAT, PAINT, ETC ANY
OF YOUR PARTS BEFORE PERFORMING A
TEST FITMENT FIRST.
Any damaged or defective parts must be identified before powdercoating or
painting the parts. EVO Manufacturing is not responsible for any powdercoating or
painting related costs of parts that were not properly test fitted prior to powdercoat
or paint.

EVO Manufacturing
1835 W Commonwealth Ave Fullerton CA 92833

(714) 879.8913

